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Global existence for a special class of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations in two 
space dimensions is proved. In particular it is shown that, for small initial data, the 
equation a,,u - Au + u = u* has a global solution. ‘(.I 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we will consider the nonlinear Klein-Gordon equation in 
two space dimensions of the type 
0 u + u = F(u, u’, u”), (1) 
where u = u(t, x) is a real valued function defined on R + x R’, with 
u’, u” denoting its first and second order derivatives with respect to x0, 
u = 0, 1, 2, x0 = t; u’ = (u,) = (&&x”), U” = (u,,) = a2u/ax” axh, and n 
being the wave operator 
0 =a:,-a:-a;. 
Here F is a smooth function of u, u’, U” defined in a neighborhood of 0 in 
RI3 and satisfying the following conditions 
F= O(lul + Id/ + /u”[)~ W,) 
for small U, u’, u”. 
The above assumptions assure that Eq. (1) is hyperbolic around the 
trivial solution u = 0. From the work of Klainerman [4] and Shatah [7] 
it is known that H, is also sufficient to assure global, smooth solution of 
the Cauchy problem associated with system (1 ), provided that the initial 
data are small and the space dimension is greater then 2. 
We will show, that if F satisfies a certain condition (the “unit condition”) 
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one can prove the global existence for (1) in the case of two space dimen- 
sions. A similar condition (the “nul condition”) was used to prove the 
global existence for nonlinear wave equation in the three space dimensions 
[4, I]. Our method is similiar to that used by Shatah in [7]. 
For simplicity of the exposition we assume that F is linear with respect 
to (u,,) and that F can be written as F= F, + F, with Fi satisfying the 
following conditions at (u, u’, u”) = 0: 
0. The “Null Condition” [3]. For any vector X”, null with respect to 
Minkowski space-time metric v,~ = (1, - 1, - l), i.e., qabXUXh = 1 the 
following identities hold at (u, u’, u”) = 0 
a2F, -J-“Xb=O 
au, auh 
+-f& X”XbX” = 0 
< 
WI) 
W;) 
and FO does not contain terms of the form const i3,(u: - IVu12) for 
i=o, 1,2. 
1. The “Unit Condition.” For any vector X”, unit with respect to 
Minkowski space-time metric qoh = (1, - 1, -l), i.e., Y]~~XOX~= 1 the 
following identities hold at (u, u’, u”) = 0 
a2F, ~ x”xbx’ - 
au,, au, 
W,) 
W2) 
We assume, that the nonlinear term F(u, u’, u”) in Eq. (1) is of the form 
F= Q,,(u, u’, u”) + Q,(u, u’, u”) + C(u, u’, u”), 
where Q0 + Qr is the quadratic part of F, C = O((u( + (u’( + (tL’03, and also 
that Q, and Qr are quadratic in their variables and satisfy the “Null” and 
the “Unit” conditions, respectively. 
We will study the initial value problem associated with (l), i.e., 
40, x) =&f(x), 40, x) = @Y(x) UVP) 
withf, g smooth function with compact support and E a small parameter. 
MAIN THEOREM. Let the system (1) satisfy the hypoteses H,, N,, N;, 
U, , U2. Given f, g E CT(R2) there exists an q, sufficiently small, depending 
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on finitely many derivatives of F, f, g such that, for any 0 <E < go, system 
(1) admits a unique solution UE C,“((O, 00) x R*) verifying (IVP). 
The simplest examples of functions which satisfy the Null Condition are 
Q”(f> g) = vuh auf. ah g (Q”) 
Qdf, d=a,f 4g-hf 4g. (Qczd 
The simplest examples of functions which satisfy the Unit Condition are 
QYf, d=vwf 4g+f 3 (Q’) 
Qicf, d==6k,.f 4g+f .a,.g. (Q:.) 
Any quadratic function Q = Q(u, u’, u”) which is linear in u” and satisfies 
conditions N and U respectively, is given by 
Q, = AQ’(u, u) + TubcQ;b(dcu, ) 
Q, = BQ’(u, u) + T”Q;.(u, u), 
where A, B, Tube, T” are given real numbers. 
We remark here that F= u2 satisfies the assumptions of the theorem, as 
u* = Q’(u, u) - Q”(u, u). 
2. ALGEBRAIC IDENTITIES 
We start with the following, obvious lemma. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let u(t, x) satisfy 
0 u+u=h 
Then 
Q&4, U) = ~bcQ:b(acU, U) + h &,u. 
Therefore, taking h to be F(u, u’, u”) 
F(u, u’, u”) = AQ’(u, u) + TUb’Q$,(&u, u) + BQ’(u, u) 
+ T”Qf(u, u) + C(u, u’, u”) 
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we conclude that u satisfies 
where 
0 u + u = AQ'(u, u) + (Tab' + r,+"T') Q~Ja,,u, u) 
+ BQ'(u, u) + c(u, u', u"), (2) 
c(u, u’, u”) = C(u, u’, u”) + T” auuF(u, u’, u”). 
LEMMA 2.2. Let u(t, x) he a smooth function defined on (t, x) E 
[0, T] x R2 satisfying (2) with Iu[ Lr(CO, T, x R~, sufficiently small. Then, the 
function u( t, x), defined implicitely 611 
A 
u=G(u)=~+~u~ (*I 
and with I4 Lr( co. TV x K) sufficiently small satisjies 
Q’(u,~)+(T”~~+~~~T~)Q~~~(~~~,~)+C’(U,V’,U”) (3) 
40, x)=G-'(E~(X)), u,(O, x)=(G~')'(&f(x))~g(x) (3’) 
with C’(u, u’, u”) = 0( IuI + 111’1 + Iu”l )3. 
ProojY Note that G’(0) = 1, so v is well defined. After making the 
substitution (C) in Eq. (2) we obtain 
q u+u+24 u 0 ~+2~Q~(u,u)+~u~ 
= AQ’(u, o) + (Toh’ + ylbcTu) Qzb(8, u, u) + BQ’(u, u) + c(u, u’, u”) 
or, after further rearranging 
(1+2+ u+u) 
=; u2 - 2 5 Q”(u, u) + AQ’(u, u) + ( Tubr + vbcTU) Q~&.u, u) 
+ BQ’(u, u) + &I, II’, u”) 
= + (u’ + Q”(u, u)) + (Tub< + qb’T”) Q;&u, u) 
+ BQ’(u, u) + c(u, v’, u”) 
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or, as u2 + Q”(u, u) = Q’(u, v) 
0 u+u= Bt; Q1(u,u))+(TUhr+ylhrTu)Q~b(a~~, u)+C’(u, u’, u”) 
( > 
with C’(u, u’, u”) comprising all terms of at least third order. 
The statement about the initial conditions follows from the local 
existence and uniqueness theorem and the invertibility of G at 0. 
We remark that the solution u of (3) with any sufficiently small initial 
data 
$0, x) = b(x), u,(O, x) = &I (IVP’) 
is in l-1 correspondence with the solution u of (2), with the corresponding 
initial data given by G. Also, as G’(0) = 1, the L2 norms of the initial data 
for the problems (2) and (3) are equivalent (provided that they are 
sufficiently small). 
3. ENERGY INEQUALITIES FOR THE NONLINEAR KLEIN-GORDON EQUATIONS 
We will denote by r any of the generators of the inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group r = (fi; i = 1, . . . . 6) = (a,, ai, Li, 52,; i, j= 1, 2), where 
nab=.xa ah-x, a,, a,h=O, 1,2 
L;=Q,O=x,a,+ta,, i= 1, 2. 
The invariance of the operator 0 + Id with respect to r can be expressed 
by 
[O +Id,r]=O, 
where [ , ] denotes the commutator of linear operators. It is easy to check 
that the commutator of any two members of r is a linear combination of 
T’s and the commutator of any r with a partial derivative is a linear 
combination of the partial derivatives. 
cc r1 = r, [z-, a] = a. 
We observe that the quadratic operators Q”, Qz, are invariant under 
differentiation by the T’s. To state the lemma, the following notation for 
the commutator between the T’s and Q’s is convenient. 
CC QIK 8) = rQ(.f> 8) - Q(U> g) - QU rg). 
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Then, it follows from the commutator relations between T’s and the 
definitions QO’s, that 
LEMMA 3.1. [!SUh, Q”] =O. 
CQu/m Q:c,l = v,,Q& - rc,Q:u + t,uQ:, - v,Q:o 
CQab, Q’l = 0 
Cd,> Q”1 = 0, Cd,, Q:c,l = 0. 
We also have the following decomposition of Qz,(f, g) [4] 
Q;(f, g)=f C-a,f.n,g+(L,.aig-L,.ajg)l, i,j>l 
(4) 
Combining Lemma 3.1 and (4) we obtain 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f, g be two smooth functions defined on (t, x) E R + x R2. 
Then 
/r ‘+ kl + Ir” ‘fl I(rjg)‘l h 
where Tk denotes any given product of k operators from r and lrkul is the 
sum of the absolute values of Tku taken over all possible k-products Tk 
We will also need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u(t, x) satiqfy 
0 u+u=Q’(u,u)+h. 
Then, for i = 0, 1,2 we have 
q diU + ajU=2Yfa”Q~i(~~ d,U) + 2di~(Q’(U, U) + h) + aih. 
Proof: Follows by substitution. 
We will use the following notation. 
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Notation. Given u = u(t, x), a smooth function defined in R+ x R* we 
define 
The following, well-known, energy inequality, will be used repeatedly. 
LEMMA 3.4. If u is a solution of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation 
0 u+u=f, u(o,~)=uo, ~,u(O,.)=u,, 
where USE C,“(R*), then 
(ilu’(t, .,\I:+ Ilu(t, .)II;)“‘~(liu,li:+ lbbl~:+ lboli:)‘-‘+{; Ilfh ‘)iikds. 
To estimate L” norm of the solution of (3) we use a variation of the 
estimates in [4] due to Hormander [2]. See also [6]. As in Klainerman 
[4] we assume that supp uj is contained in the unit ball and by translating 
in the time direction we assume that the initial data are given at t = 2. 
LEMMA 3.5. If u is a solution of the inhomogeneous Klein-Gordon 
equation 
Ou+u=f, 42, ) = uo, dlU(2, .) = u, 
and supp U.;E (1x( d 1 }, then 
suP IIr"(fb, ')\I 
, .sEI,n(O,f) 
llDaUIIl 
m<k+4 
where I, = (2’+ ‘, 2’+ ‘). 
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In what follows we apply the preceding results to the following nonlinear 
problem 
0 u+u=F(u, u’, 24”) 
u(0, x) = u(J = &f(X), d,U(o, X) = 24, = Eg(X). 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 we may assume that F has the form 
(5) 
F(u, u’, u”) = BQ’(u, u) + TubcQjj&u, u) + CUb(u, u’) d;bu + D(u, u’) 
with Q’ and Qi, defined in the introduction, B and Trrb’ given constants 
and Cob, D smooth functions of U, U’ vanishing of order two, respectively 
three at (u, u’) = 0. In order to derive generalized energy inequalities we 
apply the operator P (P=r,,...r,,; 1 dccid6; 1~11 =k) to Eq. (5). We 
obtain 
0 u + u = 2BQ’(u, u) + Tob=Qjjb(dcu, u) + Cub(u, u’) dibv +f, (5’) 
where v=lbandf=f,+f,+f, 
fi =BCr", Q’l(u, ~1 
Multiplying, for each a; Ic(/ < k Eq. (5) by V, and integrating by parts, we 
obtain 
LEMMA 3.6. If a smooth function u = u(t, x) satisfies (5) for 0 < t d T 
and in addition lu(t)l, < $, then 
(Ilu’(t, 4:+ Ilu(t, ~)II:)“*~(ll4l:.+ lbbll:+ lI~,ll~)‘i2 
To derive energy estimates for 8,~ we will use the decay properties of 
Qz,, (Lemma 3.2) and the algebraic properties of Q’ (Lemma 3.3). We 
start by rewriting (5) as 
0 diu + diu = 2r]“bQ;j(~, d,u) + Tub’Qjjb(& d,u, u) + Tah’Qjjb(&u, 8;~) 
+ diC”“(u, u’) d;,,u + Cub(u, u’) 13;~ diu + 8, D(u, u’) 
+ 2BF(u, u’, u”) diu. 
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Denoting aiu by IV we have 
0 w + w = 2qa”Q;Ju, 8,~) + TubcQSjb(a,w, u) + TnbcQjlb(&.u, w) 
+ a;C”“(u, u’) a$l+ Cb(U, u’) aibw + di D(u, u’) 
+ 2BF(u, u’, u”) w. (6) 
Applying P to (5’) we obtain 
0 v + v = P(2qabQ;&, 3,~) + TubcQ;b(&~, u) + TabcQjjb(acu, w)) 
+ f yaic%4 24') aibu + cab(u, ~4') azbw + ai qu, d) 
+ 2BF(u, u’, u”)W) (6’) 
with v = PW = r” diu. 
By Lemma 3.2 the L2 norm of all the terms in the first parenthesis is 
bounded by 
C & (II4t)llk+, + ll~‘~~~ll~+2~~I~~~~l(k+,),*+ lu’(f)l(k+1),2). (7) 
As all the terms in the second parenthesis are at least of third order in 
(u, u’, u”) we can estimate the L2 norm by 
C(Il4t)ll,+, + Ilu’(t)llk+2)(IU(f)l(k+1),2+ Iwl(k+l),*Y. (7’) 
The above estimates and the equation (6’) imply 
LEMMA 3.7. Zf a smooth function u = u(t, x) satisfies (5) for 0 < t < T 
and lu(t)12 d $, then 
(Ilu”(t)llk+ IlU’(f)llk) 112 2 d(llu,II,+, + lbbll:,, + llkIll~+,)1’2 
+ cl,: (II4S)Ilk+l + /Iu’(s)ll~+2) A.~) ds 
with g(s) given by 
g(s) = ( $y (I~(S)I~k+1~,2 + lu’l(k+1),2)+(I4(k+1,,2+ IU’l(kflV2 12). 
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4. EXISTENCE THEOREM 
PROPOSITION 1. Let u = u( i, x) be a smooth solution of (5) in the time 
interval [0, T], verifying the assumption 
C4t)L,2+ 1 + Cu’(t)lk,2+2 -=I 6< f 
for all t E [O, T], and some integer k > 0. Let A be a positive constant less or 
equal to b. Then, if 6 is sufficiently small 
llu(t)llk+2 + llu’(t)lI !f+*dc,(l +t)“(Il@~l1 k+2+ Il”‘(o)llk+2) (8.1) 
and 
Il”‘(t)llk~C2(I(U(o)llk+2+ tI”‘(o)llk+2). (8.2) 
Prooj The estimate (8.1) follows immediately from Lemma 3.6. 
To derive (8.2) we are going to use Lemma 3.7. Namely, with the same 
notation as in Lemma 3.7 and 6 6 f, we have 
and therefore 
26+4d2 36 
g(s)6- ~ (s + 1)2 6 (s + I)2 
IIU’(t)llk~(lIU(o)llk+l + II”‘(o)Ilk+, 
) + 3c6 j; ll”(o,l;J~:~~~~o)llk+* ds 
~c2(~~u(o)~fk+2+ il”‘(o)lik+2). 
To estimate [u(t)lki2 + 1 and [u’(t)lk12+, we will use Lemma 3.5. We 
start by estimating [u’(t)] k,2 + 2. To that end we shall find the L2 bounds 
for the nonlinear term on the right hand side of Eq. (6), i.e., for 
Fj= 2f’“Q;&, 8,~) + TubCQjjb(&w, u) + T”‘bCQjlh(&~, w)
+ ap~b(~, d) azbu + c~(u, d) azbw + a, D(~, d) + 2hyu, d, dyw. 
As in (7) and (7’) we obtain 
IIFi(S)ll k/2 + 6 d ‘;f;;F’ (Ii”(s)llk,2+7+ II”‘(s)Iik,2+8) 
d 
3Cc,6 
(s+ 1J2-” (II”(o)lik,2+7+ il”‘(o)lik,2+,) 
provided that 
k/2+8<k+2 
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and 
Therefore, by Lemma 3.5 we have 
provided A d i. 
The estimate for [~(t)]~,~+r follows immediately from the type of the 
equation under consideration. Indeed, we can write (5) as 
24 = - 0 u + F(l.4, u’, 24”). 
Consequently 
[u(t)1 k/2+ I G c[u’(t)l k/2+2~C(1iU(o)11k,2+7+ Ib’(“)lik,2+8) 
provided that lu(t)l r < l/28. 
Thus, we have proved the following. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let u = u(t, x) be a smooth solution of (5) in the time 
interval [0, T], verifying the initial conditions 
40, x) =&f(x), a,40, x) = E&?(X) 
with f, g E C,“(R2) and a small parameter E > 0. Then, if E is sufficiently 
small we have, 
and 
Cu(t)l, + [u’(t)]* < C1E < $ 
Il4tN 14 + ll~‘~t)ll14 G c241 + tP4 
Ilu’(t)ll 12GC3E 
for all t E [0, T], with Ci positive constants depending on f, g and the 
coefficients of Eq. (5). 
The Main Theorem is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2 and 
the classical local existence theorem. 
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